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CALIX SEAT COVERS
Tailor made solutions
There might be a need for a protection of the seats in a vehicle. Dirty working cloths, tools, etc, and high 
frequency of usage, wear hard on the upholstery. When the original seat cover is under tough conditions, 
it gets dirty and maybe also tears apart, the padding in the seat may even be destroyed whereby both 
comfort and value of the vehicle will decrease.

The solution is tailor made seat covers from PeBe, mounted in the vehicle preferably when the vehicle is 
brand new.
In addition to the protective effect our seat covers frequently improve the interior look of a vehicle!
There are many different types and designs of seat covers in our portfolio.

PeBe develop customer and vehicle specific solutions for the OEMs, all according to the specifications and 
needs from our customer as regards material, design, function and other requirements. 

Perfect fit
The fit of the cover is extremely important if it is to stand tough conditions for many years. Our protective
seat covers have a precise fitting to each seat in almost all vehicles. Each seat model also needs specific 
mounting solutions, and we present smart instructions for all applications to save time and reduce costs.

Quality
 - Non-stretchy fabrics
 - Martindale value against wear up to 196.000
 - Flame retardant in accordance with VCS 5031.19
 - Certified Oeko-tex standard
 - Artificial leather certified Reach



Tailor made textile floor mats
PeBe produces and markets a range of various accessories in textile, 
artificial leather or genuine leather, for protection, storage and safety. 
Measurement and production also includes tailor made floor mats for 
commercial vehicles, construction machines etc. Each model is unique 
for the cabin and the numbers of pedals.
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Activity cover - A new concept of tailor made seat covers

Seat protection with quick mounting
Activity cover is developed for the active people that use the vehicle for many different 
purposes and will keep the seats away from the dirt! 

Activity cover gives a good protection against dirt and at the same time gives a high quality feeling that 
matches the quality level of the vehicle. 

Activity cover is measured and constructed after each model of seat which gives a unique product for only 
that vehicle. Activity cover will be designed and developed for the specific interior line of the vehicle. 
Material choice and colours to be chosen. Textile, artificial leather etc. 
Mounting time is short and Activity cover is easy to mount and demount.
Activity cover do not influence on the the side airbags. 
It is easy to store in the vehicle. Activity cover takes minimum space when not in use, and shall always be 
available in the vehicle.

Activity cover

- High quality

- One piece 

- Tailor made

- Perfect fitting

- No influence on side airbags

- Quick mounting


